
PRR T-1 Duplex Tender
with Die Cast Body

PRR  13,000 Gallon Tender
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#150650 LONG HAUL TENDER

DIMENSIONS:
Length 7"
Height 1 15/16"
Width 2 15/64"

#150660 8-WHEEL
LONGHAUL TENDER

Our new 7006 Eight Wheel Truck screws
directly onto the mounting post in the long
haul tender. (Use 325 screws)

  #150681 ELECTRIFICATION KIT
  FOR MONOGRAM & CON COR 14-WHEEL TENDER

PICK-UP KIT to adapt Monogram
Models' 14-wheel Tender for opera-
tion behind your Bowser Big Boy or
Challenger  Tender body is found in
Monogram Models' Big Boy Kits
#1600, #1601 & #1602.  The Pick-
Up Kit includes instructions with
drawings; brass wheels with needle-
point axles for front truck and brass
wheels and bearings for rear trucks;
coupler pocket and cover; electric
wireless drawbar and weight.  The
only tools required are a knife, file,
screwdriver and #43 & #49 drills.
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#150690 PRR A-5 SLOPED DECKED TENDER KIT
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5,700 Gallon Sloped Deck Tender
DIMENSIONS:
Length 3 7/8"
Height 1 5/8"
Width 1 3/8"

#150001 SP-1 SEMI-VANDERBILT TENDER
16,500 Gallon Semi-Vanderbilt Tender

Dimensions: 5 1/32" long x 1 15/32" wide x 2" high

#150032 32' TENDER KIT
The 32' tender is the size chosen by the USRA to use behind
Mikados, Mountains and the light Santa Fe's.  It also saw
service behind Pacifics.  This little tender is similar to
those used by many roads and they provide an alternative to
the Pennsy styles.

To install Kadee® couplers on the  32' tender, file the
integral coupler box from the underframe and install #5
coupler and spring in the cast-on pocket, but it may cause
a short when double-heading or when coupled to a car with
metal frame and trucks.

NOTE:  Use #4224 coupler
and #2778 cover with

#256041 screw
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PRR T-7 TENDER KIT - with brass sides

This tender is a model of the
welded tender used by the Pennsy
with the T-1.  The Q-1, S-2 and
possibly one streamlined K-4 used
the same type tender with a  differ-
ent deck height, while the S-1 had
a similar tender with a greater
water capacity.  These tenders
often saw service behind differ-
ent classes of locomotives.  Deck
height was adjusted were neces-
sary, thus 180 P84 could also
become 180 P85 or 180 F75.

Dimensions:  7 1//2" Long x 13/32" x 2 1/16 " high

Pennsy Decal  #8001
as in photo - not included

in Tender Kit

To install Kadee ® couplers on the T-
7 tender, file the coupler box detail
from the rear sill. Then file a slot in
the bottom of rear casting wide
enough to accept the #5 coupler and
in- sulated gear box.

PRR HIGH & LOW SIDE TENDER
Body castings are not available

PRR LINES WEST TENDER
 EXTENSION KIT

 TIP:
If you are having trouble with the electrical
pickup from your tender after assembling,
check to be sure the Boss on the floor and
the trucks are clean and free of any paint. BOWSER Tender dies have been changed to accept Kadee®  #5

coupler or Bowser's #4220 coupler with #4224 coupler pocket
and cover #2778.

your existing low side tender body
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